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Abstract 
      In order to improve the ability of intelligent track-searching vehicle accurately identifying driveway and heighten 
its driving rapidity and system stability, though the analysis of intelligent track-searching vehicle control system, an 
intelligent track-searching vehicle control system based on vision is designed completed in this paper. The hardware 
control system mainly includes single-chip microcomputer control module, path detection module, steering gear 
steering module, motor driver module, speed detection module and power management module. On this basis, path 
identification algorithm based on vision, steering control algorithm and speed control algorithm of intelligent track-
searching vehicle are researched. Experimental results show that the system has accurate driveway recognizing 
ability, flexible steering control and speed control, better adaptability to different driving environment, making 
intelligent track-searching vehicle accurately running along different path rapidly and stably. 
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1. Preface
Intelligent track-searching vehicle plays a very important role in the intelligent transportation 
system. Intelligent track-searching vehicle identify the driveway using its vision, control its direction and 
speed though control system, and make intelligent track-searching vehicle always accurately running 
along different path rapidly and stably. In order to enhance the practicability and flexibility of the system, 
intelligent track-searching vehicle needs to adapt to different lanes having various curvature and different 
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illumination conditions, and running along driveway rapidly and stably. Therefore, the research of 
intelligent track-searching vehicle control system based on vision is very important. In this paper 
intelligent track-searching vehicle control system hardware and path identification algorithm based on 
vision, steering control algorithm and the speed control algorithm are researched.  
2. intelligent Track-searching Vehicle  control system analysis 
Intelligent track-searching vehicle control system makes MC9S12DG128 microcomputer as its core, 
and equipped with sensors, motor, steering, battery and corresponding driving circuit as shown in figure 
1.
Fig. 1. System framework
3. Intelligent vehicle control software design  
3.1. Path visual identification algorithms 
The main steps of path recognition algorithm include road image threshold segmentation, noise 
filter and linear parameter fitting. 
（1）Road image threshold segmentation 
It can be seen through the analysis of road image histograms collected for the intelligence tracing 
car that, driveway lines, which are mainly in gray and have more pixels, form a high, narrow peak, but the 
distribution of gray in the road background is more decentralized. But because intelligent vehicles could 
be tracing in different light conditions, the whole distribution of the road image histograms may move 
around slightly.  Firstly get the histogram from statistics, and select three peaks from the highest point to 
the lowest one, then the peak of a track area will generally fall into this range. Then find a grayscale value 
that is the smallest and take it as the gray level of the track, and pick the proper threshold for 
segmentation.  
（2） Filtering noise of road image 
Intelligent vehicles tracing lanes can be found by looking for a series of midpoint and fitting the 
parameters. Considering that the pixel number of noise is comparatively smaller, which is less than the 
width of the track, so when scanning the midpoint of track from left to right in each row, you must record 
the maximum of the black pixel width, and regard it as driveway, and choose one point as the driveway 
midpoint, so as to achieve the purpose of filtering noise.  
（3）Driveway parameter fitting 
Considering the real-time property of identifying intelligent car tracks, about 5 midpoints should be 
selected as the control point in driveway lines, using the least square method to fit one line. The angle 
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between the cars and the driveway line can be judged by the slope of fitting lines, the deviations of the 
intelligent car by the linear intercept, and whether the current track is straight or corner by using fitting 
residual squares.  
Since the track is vertical in stable conditions, so if the common method is adopted by setting linear 
equation as , then the slope (a) is enormous or even does not exist. If the linear equation is 
set as , and the coordinate of the several points in the middle track obtained from the previous 
step is（xi , yi） .  
baxy +=
b+ayx =
Fitting squared residuals is 
                                                                                                        (1)
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So we can get coefficient a, b, and squared residuals∑ 2ε .
By coefficient a , you can calculate the angle of the intelligent vehicle and lane line, and by 
coefficient b , you can get their relative position. From the size of ∑ 2ε  it can be obtained whether the 
intelligent vehicle is driving on straight or curved tracks, thus providing a basis for steering engine control 
algorithms. 
3.2. Steering control algorithm 
Tracing the path of intelligent car refers to automatically control steering engine which controls the 
direction of the front wheels, according to the information about the location of the track obtained by 
camera, and through some control strategy , thus to make the steering engine moves following the real-
time tracking lane road. The principle of steering engine control is, when the smart car is on straight 
tracks, steering engine is in the middle, and the greater the corners of the curvature are ,the bigger the 
swinging angle of steering engine will be. The corner with flexible control has to be added when driving 
in curved part of a road. The closer the center of the car is to the black line, the smaller the angle is caused 
by the changing of the steering engine. The current control data can be regarded as the feedback signal of 
the previous data processing. Then send them into flexible processing program, and a more reasonable 
corner output can be got based on the current path information.  
 Makee(  represent the error of the current sampling time in the form of k)
- e(k
discretization, and
and  represent  the first one and the first two errors of the current sampling time respectively, 
. The control laws of Steering engine are:  
e(k - 1)
e(k - 2)
e(k)= e(k) - 1)Δ
_ * ( ) *PID output P e k D e k( )= + Δ                                                                                        (4) 
Take P as scale parameter, and e(k as horizontal deviation quantity which is the P part of PD 
controller and directly reflect the extent of the car's deviation from the black line, and D as differential 
parameters, and as the speed of horizontal deviation which is the D part of PD controller. With the 
level deviation speed, the system will have a more accurate control of the condition of the cars. 
)
e(k)Δ
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PID control laws show that, the greater the ratio, the bigger the turning amplitude is, which will 
lead to a stronger swinging and unstability of the car. But it is more effective when it has a sharp turn in 
the corner.  The smaller the scale factor, the stable the car is without any vibrations. But the overshoot is 
too strong in a sharp turn, and will cause a car rushing out of the driveway. So nonlinear processing needs 
to be added in control, and take a small control ratio when it is on straight track to make it stable and 
avoid snakelike movement and give it a greater control ratio when it is turning so as to make it turns in 
fast speed. The control curve is shown in figure 2: 
Fig. 2. steering control curve schemes 
3.3. Speed control algorithm  
Speed control is a key link of the movement of intelligent cars, and whether it can finish tracing the 
corners quickly depends on its ability to slow down when it enters a curved road and speed up after 
passing the corner.   
(1) Given speed control of intelligent tracing car on the road of different curvature   
In order to ensure its rapid and stable tracing, the speed must be controlled precisely. When 
intelligent tracing cars are in straight road, the speed should be accelerated and when it moves into 
corners, the speed should be slowed down according to the different bend curvature. When it moves to 
curved section, to make sure that the model car can not swing obviously and pass the curved section in 
good manners, a linear relationship needs to be formed between speed and deviation. The bigger the 
deviation, the smaller the speed set value is. The concrete speed computation formula is as follows: 
_ ( ) _ |Setted speed k high speed P e |= − ∗                                                                            (5) 
Here, Setted_speed is the given speed; high_speed is the given preset high speed tested from the 
straight road;E is deviation between the black thread and the center line. P is ratio, the greater the 
deviation, the greater reduction of speed.  
（2）Intelligent tracing car speed PID control 
Speed control for intelligent vehicle is based on feedback control PID algorithm. Its working 
principle is shown in figure 9: 
In actual control process, since the CCD camera gets path information according to certain interval 
cycle, you must discretize continuous PID control, so that the result is digital PID algorithm. The control 
rule is: 
0




u k K e k Ki e i K e k e k
=
= + + −∑
                                                                                         (6)                        
e(k) is the deviation between the given speed and actual speed in any given time 
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( ) _ ( ) _ ( )e k Setted speed k Current speed k= −                                                                                 (7) 
Setted_speed is the programmed given speed of this section, Current_speed is the current speed 
which is got by the measureing of censor.  According to the above analysis, we adopt PID control method 
in the racing speed control. Proportional control is:  
( ) * ( )pP k K e k=                                                                                                                                 (8) 
Integral control is 
( ) ( ) ( 1)I k Ki e k I k= ∗ + −                                                                                                              (9) 
Differential control is 
( ) ( 1)( ) d e k e kD k K
T
− −=
                                                                                                                (10)                          
T as Speed sampling period, in order to reduce the error, it is obtained by averaging differential 
mean which fall into three sampling time span. 
( ) 3 ( 1) 3 ( 2) ( 3)( )
6
d
e k e k e k e kD k K
T
+ − − − − −=
                                                                                       (11)
Above proportion coefficient Kp ,Integral factor Ki，differential coefficient Kd. Need to be tested 
repeatedly to get the optimal value. 
4. Closing 
In this paper, the hardware of intelligent track-searching vehicle control system based on vision is 
designed and completed. On this basis, driveway identification algorithm based on vision, steering control 
algorithm and the speed control algorithm are researched. Experiments show that the intelligent track-
searching vehicle based on vision has accurate driveway detection ability, flexible steering control and 
speed control effect, and the system has strong stability, adaptability, anti-jamming. The goal of 
intelligent track-searching vehicle identifying driveway acutely and driving rapidly is achieved. Therefore 
the system has higher application and dissemination value. 
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